An elementary operator on a ring v is a map E: v --+

., n)?
One necessary condition is obvious: since Eaj = bj (j = 1, ..., n) implies that E(>, 1Ajaj) = Enj, )jbj for arbitrary central elements Aj E _, we see that E: I1Ajbj must be in the two-sided ideal generated by E' I Ajaj.
To shorten the notation, for every A = (, ...n, ) e n and every x = (xi, ... , xn) the linear combination Enj= IAjxj will be denoted by A * x . Also, let us agree that the word 'ideal' means a two-sided ideal and, for each x E V, denote by (x) the ideal generated by x. We may now ask the following At the end we shall also consider the so-called range inclusion problem for elementary operators on factors. Proof. The proof is again by an induction on n. In the case n = 1 it suffices to prove that the ideal (a,) generated by a1 contains X. Since a1 0 X, we see (using the polar decomposition of a, and the spectral theorem) that the spectral projection e of jail corresponding to a certain positive interval satisfies e 0 X and e e (a1). Hence it suffices to prove that X c (e). 
THE CASE OF
